A 5-DAY TRAINING/WORKSHOP

Theme: ESSENTIALS OF RESPONSIBLE ANIMAL EXPERIMENTATION: RANEXT BASICS

COURSE FACULTY:

Francis A. Fakoya, MBChB, MSc, Ph.D.
Oluwagbemiga Aina, Ph.D.
Timize Y. Masagbor, DVM.
Stanley Izobo, ANIST, HCST.

PROGRAM AND MODULES OF COURSE:

- What is and why Responsible Animal Experimentation?
- Ethics, Animal Welfare and the 3Rs (Level 1)
- Bio methodology of Rodents (theory & practical)
- Animal Care, Health and Management – Species Specific (Theory)
- Working with lab animals – Occupational Health and safety
- Analgesia, Anesthesia and Euthanasia
- Design of procedures and projects
- Scientific Writing and reporting in Animal Experimentation

TARGET AUDIENCE:

Undergraduate and Graduate Students in life, health and physical sciences, Lab Animal Technicians, Facility Managers, Post Doctoral Fellows

For Registration and Further Details, visit the Website:

www.nimr.gov.ng

Chief Host:

Prof. Babatunde Lawal Salako
{DIRECTOR GENERAL/CEO}

Limited spaces available

Dates: February 5th – 9th 2018
Time: 8:30am – 6.00 pm daily
Venue: Nigerian Institute of Medical Research,
6 Edmund Crescent, off Murtala Mohammed Way,
Yaba Lagos.

Workshop Fee:

₦10,000.00

Payment will be made only by successful applicants

FOR ENQUIRIES CONTACT:

Dr Olusola Ajibaye +234 806 903 2569

PRACTICAL HANDS-ON TRAINING